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Abstract
The vision of ubiquitous computing is that the addition of computation and communication abilities to
the artifacts that surround people will enable the users to set up their living spaces in a way that will serve
them best minimising at the same time the required human intervention. The ontologies can help us to
address some key issues of ubiquitous computing environments such as knowledge representation,
semantic interoperability and service discovery.
The GAS Ontology is an ontology that was developed in order to describe the semantics of the basic
concepts of a ubiquitous computing environment and define their inter-relations. The basic goal of this
ontology is to provide a common language for the communication and collaboration among the
heterogeneous devices that constitute these environments. The GAS Ontology also supports the service
discovery mechanism that a ubiquitous computing environment requires.
In this paper we present the GAS Ontology as well as the design challenges that we faced and the way
that we handled them. In order to select the language and the tool that we used for the development of the
GAS Ontology, we designed a prototype ontology and evaluated a number of languages and tools. The
ontology development tool that proved to be the most suitable from this evaluation was Protégé-2000. We
also present how we use the GAS Ontology in our eGadgets project achieving semantic interoperability
and service discovery. Finally, we present the GAS Ontology manager, which runs on each device,
manages the device’s ontology and processes the knowledge that each device acquires over time.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, people build artifact “ecologies” in their living spaces, by selecting objects and then
arranging them in ways that best serve specific activities. A limitation of the current technology is that it
requires human intervention, in order to enable the communication and collaboration among the artifacts.
The vision of ubiquitous computing is that the addition of computation and communication abilities to the
artifacts that surround people will enable the users to set up their living spaces in a way that will serve
them best minimising at the same time the required human intervention.
This paper presents research that has been carried out during the eGadgets project, a research project
funded in the context of EU IST/FET proactive initiative “Disappearing Computer”. The goal of this
project was to deliver an architectural framework that supports the composition of ubiquitous computing
systems, the Gadgetware Architectural Style (GAS). A key issue in the project domain is the
heterogeneity of the devices that constitute the “ecologies”, as these devices do not form a closed and
coherent set and may come from various manufacturers. Therefore a primary requirement is the
description and definition of the basic concepts of these “ecologies”. This representation of the basic
concepts and their inter-relations will provide a common language, which will support the semantic
interoperability among the heterogeneous devices as well as the communication and collaboration among
them. Another important requirement is that this common language must be flexible and extensible so
that new concepts can be added and represented. The GAS Ontology was developed in order to
accommodate these issues by representing and providing this common language. An earlier version of
this work was presented in Christopoulou and Kameas (2003).

1.1. Basic concepts
The basic concepts encapsulated in the Gadgetware Architectural Style, according to Kameas et al.
(2003), are:
•

eGadgets (eGts): are everyday physical objects enhanced with sensing, acting, processing and
communication abilities. Moreover, processing may lead to intelligent behavior, which can be
manifested at various levels. eGts can be regarded as artifacts that can be used as building blocks to
form GadgetWorlds, with the support of Gadgetware Architectural Style (GAS).

•

Plugs: are software classes that make visible the eGt capabilities to people and to other eGts. They
may also have tangible manifestation on the eGt’s physical interface, so that users can utilize them in
forming synapses.

•

Synapses: are associations between two compatible plugs.

•

eGadgetWorlds (eGWs): are dynamic, distinguishable, functional configurations of associated eGts,
which communicate and / or collaborate in order to realize a collective behaviour. eGWs are formed
purposefully by an actor (user or other) and appear as functionally unified entities.
The basic concepts defined above are illustrated in Figure 1 through a simplified scenario. Two eGts

(eBook and eLamp) are connected through a synapse which is established between two plugs forming a
study eGW. When the user opens the eBook, the eLamp switches on, adjusting the light conditions to a
specified luminosity level in order to satisfy the user’s profile. Each eGt operates independently of the
other. Two plugs are being used in this scenario: open/close reflecting the state of the book and switch
on/off reflecting the state of the lamp. Although not obvious, these plugs are compatible. Thus, an enduser can compose a simple eGW simply by establishing a synapse between these two plugs. Different
users may have access to this “application” each one having defined his/her own study profile.

Figure 1. A study eGadgetWorld realized as a synapse between plugs

1.2. Structure of the paper
The contribution of this paper is to present the GAS Ontology that provides a common language for
the communication and the collaboration among ubiquitous computing devices, mentioned as eGts, and
the GAS Ontology manager that supports this collaboration. The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 outlines the reasons that led to the necessity of using the GAS Ontology into a ubiquitous
computing environment. Section 3 describes the basic concepts of the GAS Ontology and presents the
way that this ontology was designed regarding the design challenges that were handled. Section 4
presents the procedure of the GAS Ontology development. In this section the language and the tool that
were used for the development of the GAS Ontology are presented as well as the methodology that was

followed in order to select this language and tool. In this section is also presented the lifecycle of the
creation of the GAS Ontology. Section 5 describes the GAS Ontology manager that was developed in
order to provide the necessary mechanisms for the management of this ontology as well as to support the
collaboration among eGts. Section 6 describes the use of the GAS Ontology through an example based on
the aforementioned scenario of the study eGW. In section 7 related approaches for ontologies in
ubiquitous computing environments are presented. The paper closes with the conclusion and an outlook
on future work in section 8.

2. Need for GAS Ontology
In the eGadgets project we designed the Gadgetware Architectural Style (GAS) as an architectural
framework that supports the composition of ubiquitous computing systems. During the development and
deployment of ubiquitous computing environments using GAS, a number of key issues came along. The
first one is the heterogeneity of the eGts and the demand for semantic interoperability among them.
Another important issue is the dynamic nature of the ubiquitous computing environments, as the eGWs
are not static and the eGts that constitute them are exposed to damages. The last issue is the necessity of a
service discovery mechanism that is able to answer the eGts’ queries for specific services provided
through plugs. Following we describe these issues and explain our decision to use ontologies in order to
address them as well as the necessity of conceptualising the new terms defined by the GAS.

2.1. Conceptualisation of eGadgetWorlds
The GAS constitutes a generic framework shared by both artifact designers and users for consistently
describing, using and reasoning about a family of related eGWs. GAS defines the concepts and
mechanisms that will allow people (eGadget users) to define, create eGWs out of eGts and use them in a
consistent and intuitive way. As the eGts are everyday tangible (physical) object enhanced with sensing,
acting, processing and communicating abilities the eGadget users do not have to deal with unfamiliar to
them objects, but merely to view their world from a different perspective and get familiar with its
enhanced concepts. This new world view is constituted of the set of basic terms, their definitions and their
inter-relations, which are defined by the GAS.
The necessity of capturing and representing this knowledge is evident, as the deployment of the eGWs
is based on this knowledge. As an ontology, according to Uschold and Gruninger (1996), is a tool that can
conceptualise this world view by capturing general knowledge and providing basic notions and concepts

for basic terms, we decided to use ontologies in order to conceptualise the terms of the eGWs. The
ontology that we developed is the GAS Ontology and its first goal was the description of the semantics of
the basic terms, such as eGadget, Plug, Synapse, eGadgetWorld, and the definition of the relations among
them.

2.2. Semantic interoperability among eGadgets
The heterogeneity of the devices is a major issue in eGWs, as with all ubiquitous computing
environments. The heterogeneity of the eGts is due to the facts that the same type of eGts, e.g. eLamps,
can be created from various manufactures and that some eGts may provide different capabilities unknown
to the other eGts. Nevertheless, since an eGW is a specific configuration of associated eGts, which
communicate and / or collaborate in order to realize a collective behaviour, the need to support interaction
among autonomous and heterogeneous eGts is evident.
In our approach and in order to present the autonomous nature and function of each eGt, we chose to
base this interaction on well-defined and commonly understood concepts, so that the eGts can
communicate with each other in a consistent and unambiguous way. In order to enable this
interoperability the eGts have to use the same language and a common vocabulary (although each may
implement a different mechanism to interpret them). The GAS Ontology can provide this necessary
common language for the communication and collaboration among eGts as it describes the semantics of
the basic terms and defines their inter-relations. An important aspect is also the demand that this common
language must be flexible and extensible so that new concepts can be added and represented. The GAS
Ontology was designed and developed in order to accommodate this issue.

2.3. Dynamic nature of eGadgetWorlds
One of the most important features of eGWs is that they are created in a dynamic way. Users are
permitted to create and delete synapses between eGts whenever they want without restrictions. It may be
also allowed that eGWs can form synapses between eGts' plugs automatically, without user intervention.
It is evident that the creation of synapses requires some form of plugs compatibility check. Plugs
compatibility is determined by several factors, e.g. the type of input that they accept and the type of
output that they produce. Therefore, in order to fully utilize the automatic synapse formation, we need a
representation of the formal rules that determine the compatibility of two plugs. Ontologies can be used in

order to represent this kind of formal rules. Thus we need GAS Ontology in order to represent the formal
rules that handle the compatibility of two plugs.
The dynamic nature of eGWs depends also on eGts mobility, as this feature can cause the dynamic
disestablishment of a synapse. For example this may happen when two eGts move outside of each other’s
range. The same effect may appear when an eGt suddenly “disappears” due to low battery or other failure.
So the critical issue that arises is what should happen when an eGt that participates in a synapse suddenly
disappears. A simplistic and straightforward approach would be to ignore the eGt that its functionality
fails. Since our vision refers to “smart” eGWs and eGts that exploit the knowledge that they have
acquired by experience, the automatic replacement of a failed eGt is desirable. Thus a number of
questions must be answered in a formal way, in order to ensure eGts replacement feasibility; e.g. when is
an eGt qualified as capable to replace another one, does it suffice that the two eGts have the same
physical properties or must they provide the same capabilities through their plugs, etc. So we have to
know not only that an eGt can replace another one, but the degree to which the two eGts are “identical”.
So we need GAS Ontology in order to contain the rules that support the eGt replacement feasibility.

2.4. Semantic service discovery
The plugs are software classes that make visible the eGts’ capabilities to people and to other eGts. The
term that we use for these capabilities is Services. For example the eGt “eLamp”, Figure 1, through the
Plug “switch on/off” provides the Service “light”. The concept of services in eGWs is a basic one, as
services can play a major role when determining eGts’ replaceability and plugs’ compatibility, since for
example we assume that an eGt A participating in Synapse S with Plug P can be replaced by another eGt
B that that provides a service P’ similar to P. Furthermore, an eGadget user forms synapses seeking to
achieve certain service configurations; thus a service discovery mechanism is necessary. So for a
ubiquitous computing environment this mechanism must be enhanced to provide a semantic service
discovery. This means that it must be possible to discover all the relevant services. Thus for the
deployment of eGWs we need the semantic description of the concept Service as well as a service
classification that assists semantic service discovery. The GAS Ontology contains this knowledge, too.

3. GAS Ontology design
The basic goal of the GAS Ontology is to provide the common language for the communication and /
or collaboration among the eGts. Thus it must contain the semantic description of the basic terms of

eGWs and their inter-relations. Additionally the GAS Ontology may support the building of eGWs by
providing specific rules for plugs compatibility and eGts replacement feasibility. As a semantic service
discovery mechanism is desirable the GAS Ontology must represent the suitable knowledge, such as the
description of various services provided by the eGts. In the following we describe the way that we
designed the GAS Ontology in order to accommodate the aforementioned issues.

3.1. Ontology layers
Each eGt must have an ontology that contains the description of the basic concepts of eGWs and their
inter-relations. This knowledge must be common for all eGts in order to support the communication
among them. On the other hand the ontology of an eGt must describe the way that this eGt is used and
represent its acquired knowledge. Specifically an eGt’s ontology must represent its description and the
descriptions of its plugs and services. The knowledge emerged from the synapses that an eGt’s plugs
participate must be also represented into the eGt’s ontology. Thus the knowledge that each eGt’s ontology
represent cannot be the same for all eGts, as it depends on the eGt’s description and on the eGWs that the
eGts has participated in the past.
The fact that each eGt’s ontology is different could result to ineffective communication among eGts,
since it is based on their ontologies. An awkward solution to this problem could be the merging of all
existing eGts’ ontologies in a global one. This solution would inevitably result into a very large
knowledge base. There are two issues that make this solution undesirable. The first one is that this
solution does not respect the limited memory capabilities of the eGts. The second one is that this solution
in order to work properly assumes that all eGts ontologies are synchronized. Another solution could be
the use of a server into which all eGt’s ontologies are stored and each eGt can have access to it in order to
get a new ontology. This solution conflicts with the autonomy of eGts and the eGadgets project’s demand
of the non-existence of a server.
The solution that we selected allows each eGt to have a different ontology with the condition that it all
ontologies are based on a common vocabulary. Thus, although all eGts have different knowledge it is
represented with terms and concepts common to all the eGts. According to this solution the GAS
Ontology is divided into the following two layers: the GAS Core Ontology (GAS-CO) and the GAS
Higher Ontology (GAS-HO). The GAS-CO provides eGts with the necessary common language that they
need in order to describe their acquired knowledge represented by the GAS-HO. A representation of this
is on Figure 2.

Figure 2. The GAS Ontology layers

3.2. GAS Core Ontology (GAS-CO)
The GAS-CO is the common language of eGts, so it must describe the semantics of the basic terms of
eGWs and define their inter-relations. It must also contain the service classification in order to support the
service discovery mechanism. Furthermore it has to define the rules for plugs compatibility and eGts
replaceability.
As the GAS-CO describes the language that eGts use to communicate and/or collaborate, it must be
the same for all eGts. The major goal of GAS-CO is to contain only the necessary information in order to
be very small. Thus even eGts with limited memory capacity can store it. A key issue is that the GAS-CO
cannot be changed either from the manufacturer of an eGt or from an eGadget user, so it is static.
Following we describe how the basic terms of the eGWs and their inter-relations are represented in the
GAS-CO. A graphical representation is on Figure 2.
The core term of GAS is the eGt. In GAS-CO the eGt is represented as a class, which has a number of
properties. As GAS-CO must provide a complete representation of eGt, it describes the eGt’s properties.
These properties are the following: the physical properties, which describe the eGt as a tangible object,
e.g. shape, material and colour, the digital properties, which manifest the digital self of the eGt, e.g.
memory configuration, processing capabilities and communication interface and the plugs that are owned
by the eGt and expose its services.
The notion of plug is represented in the GAS-CO as another class, which is divided into two disjoint
subclasses; the TPlug and the SPlug. The TPlug describes the physical properties of the object that is used
as an eGt (i.e. dimensions, shape, colour, etc) and lists all the eGt’s Plugs and Synapses; there is a

cardinality restriction that an eGt must have exactly one TPlug. On the other hand an SPlug represents the
eGt capabilities; an eGt can have an arbitrary number of SPlugs.
Another GAS-CO class is the synapse that represents a synapse among two plugs. A synapse may
only appear among two SPlugs. The cardinality restriction that stands for a synapse is that it represents
the connection among only two SPlugs. For each SPlug that participates in a synapse, a special role can
be declared through GAS-CO.
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Figure 3. A graphical representation of GAS-CO

Using the class of eGW the GAS-CO can describe the eGWs that are created by the eGadget users.
The eGW properties represent the eGts that an eGW contains and the synapses that compose it. In this
class there are two cardinality constraints, as an eGW must contain at least two eGts and a synapse must
exist among them.
This project assumes that an eGt through an Splug provides a number of services. Services are related
to what an eGt’s actuators/sensors can transmit/perceive. Thus our goal is to describe a service
classification, which may be based on the type of the signals that an actuator/sensor transmits/perceives.

There are some elementary forms of signals like: electric, electromagnetic, gravity, kinetic, optic, thermic
and sonic. The GAS-CO contains a class for the notion of service. The class service is divided into
subclasses, each of which corresponds to one of the above elementary forms of signals. A service can be
further refined into higher level services: e.g. the optic service can be refined into light, image, etc.
Additionally a service may have a set of properties; e.g. light can have colour, luminocity, etc.

3.3. GAS Higher Ontology (GAS-HO)
The GAS-HO represents both the description of an eGt and its acquired knowledge. These
descriptions follow the definitions contained in the GAS-CO. Thus the knowledge represented by GASHO is described as instances of the classes defined into the GAS-CO. For example the GAS-CO contains
the definition of the concept SPlug, while the GAS-HO contains the description of a specific SPlug
represented as an instance of the concept SPlug. Note that the GAS-HO is not a stand-alone ontology, as
it does not contain the definition of its concepts and their relations.
Since the GAS-HO represents the private knowledge of each eGt, it is different for each eGt.
Therefore we can envision GAS-HO as eGt’ s private ontology. Contrary to GAS-CO, which size is
required to be small enough, the size of GAS-HO can be “unlimited” and depending on eGt’s memory
capacity. Obviously GAS-HO is not static and it can be changed over time without causing problems to
eGts communication. As the GAS-HO contains both static information about the artifact and dynamic
information emerged from its knowledge and use, we decided to divide it into the GAS-HO-static and the
GAS-HO-volatile.

3.3.1. GAS Higher Ontology – static (GAS-HO-static)
The GAS-HO-static represents the description of an eGt containing information about eGt’s plugs, the
services that are provided through these plugs, its sensors and actuators, as well as its physical
characteristics. The knowledge represented by the GAS-HO-static is static as the description of an eGt is
permanent. The description of an eGt is presented as a number of instances of the concepts that are
defined in GAS-CO. For example, the GAS-HO-static of the “eLamp” eGt contains the knowledge about
the physical properties of “eLamp”, such as its luminosity, the description of its SPlug “switch on/off”
based on the definition provided by GAS-CO, as well as the declaration that the SPlug “switch on/off”
provides the service “light”.

3.3.2. GAS Higher Ontology – volatile (GAS-HO-volatile)
The GAS-HO-volatile contains information derived from the eGt’s acquired knowledge and its use.
Specifically it describes the synapses which the eGt’s plugs are connected to, the eGWs which it takes
part to, as well as information about the capabilities of other artifacts that has acquainted through
communication. An eGt’s GAS-HO-volatile is updated during the eGt’s various activities. For example,
when the SPlug “open/close” of the “eBook” establishes a Synapse with the SPlug “switch on/off” of the
“eLamp”, both these eGts store the description of this Synapse into their GAS-HO-volatile. Although the
GAS-HO-static and the GAS-HO-volatile contain different knowledge, both of them are based on the
GAS-CO and contain instances of its concepts.

4. GAS Ontology development
In order to implement GAS Ontology it was necessary to select a language capable to represent both
the concepts of this ontology and its rules, as well as an appropriate tool to assist its development. The
methodology followed to select the language and the tool that would be used, was based on the use of a
prototype ontology that served as a benchmark to evaluate each of candidate languages and tools; this
methodology is described in Christopoulou (2003). This prototype ontology was a subset of GAS-CO
along with a set of simple instances. The goal of this process was not to identify the best language or tool
for the development of ontologies, but merely to propose the most appropriate ones for this application.

4.1. Languages evaluation
A number of criteria appropriate to evaluate ontology languages was located in bibliography and was
used during the language evaluation process. The bibliography sources that were used are the Corcho and
Gómez-Pérez (2000), Gil and Ratnakar (2002), Gómez-Pérez and Corcho (2002), and Ribière and
Charlton (2000). The selected criteria aim to expose the capabilities of ontology languages and can be
divided into two categories; the first one being the expressiveness of each language and the second one
evaluates the inference mechanism that each language may provide. For example the expressiveness of a
language is measured through criteria that evaluate how the concepts of an ontology and their properties
are described, what types of taxonomies are allowed, whether axioms can be defined, etc. Also, there are
criteria that evaluate the existence of an inference mechanism for a language, as well as criteria that
evaluate whether an inference mechanism is sound and complete or if it performs constraint checking.

The prototype ontology was designed to be minimal but adequate at the same time, covering the criteria
that the final GAS Ontology would cover.
The languages that were evaluated with the prototype ontology belong to various categories. For
example the traditional languages of knowledge representation that were evaluated are the following:
CARIN, Flogic, KIF, Loom, OCML, OKBC and Ontolingua. Additionally the following web-based
ontology languages were evaluated: XML, SHOE, XOL, OML, RDF(S), OIL, DAML+OIL and OWL.
Finally languages like CycL, GRAIL, NKRL and PIF, which were developed for specific application,
were evaluated, too.
The language that proved to be most suitable was DAML+OIL, since it covers the most important
criteria for this application. DAML+OIL, described in van Harmelen et al. (2001), is a semantic markup
language for Web resources, which is suitable for the communication among agents. A key issue in
agents’ communication is that they exchange pieces of information exploiting the common language that
they share; this is a feature that is preserved in the eGts. DAML+OIL provides a very simple notion of
context, using XML namespaces. This property is important for GAS Ontology, where the same term
may be defined differently in alternative contexts, e.g. a plug may provide different services to various
eGadget users and eGWs. Another powerful feature of this language is its capabilities for describing
concepts, their properties, as well as constraints for these properties. For example in GAS Ontology it is
necessary to define the domain and the range of concepts’ properties. Also, a number of cardinality
constraints appears in GAS Ontology, e.g. an eGt must have exactly one Tplug. DAML+OIL has
powerful taxonomy capabilities, since it enables disjoint and exhaustive decompositions, as well as
multiple inheritance. In the GAS Ontology these features are necessary, as for example the decomposition
of the concept plug to the concepts Splug and Tplug is both a disjoint and an exhaustive one. GAS
Ontology contains various relations, e.g. an eGt has Splugs, which can be described with DAML+OIL.
Furthermore with the DAML+OIL the definition of instances is feasible. Another important characteristic
of the DAML+OIL is that it enables the description of first order logic axioms. This is important in the
GAS Ontology, where rules, such as the id of each eGt in a specific eGW is unique, appear. Finally the
fact that the DAML+OIL allows the existence of documentation into the description of concepts,
properties, etc. is useful. For example in the GAS Ontology a description of the functionality of a synapse
in a natural language is useful for the eGadget users.

4.2. Tools evaluation
In order to find the most suitable tool for the development of GAS Ontology, some of the criteria
mentioned in Gómez-Pérez (2002) and Denny (2002) were used during the tool evaluation process. The
selected criteria aim to expose the capabilities of ontology development tools and can be divided into the
following categories: criteria that describe the architecture of a development tool, criteria that expose the
usability of a tool as well as its interoperability with other ontology development tools and languages and
finally criteria that evaluate the capabilities of knowledge representation and inference of a tool. For
example the criteria relevant to the architecture of a tool examine whether it is extendible and what is its
storage mechanism. Additionally the criteria that evaluate the usability of a tool examine whether a
graphical interface is available and if the collaborative development of an ontology is permitted. The
prototype ontology was developed using a number of ontology development tools in order to select the
appropriate one.
The tools that were evaluated through this process are the following: Apollo, LinkFactory, OilEd,
OntoEdit, Ontolingua, Ontosaurus, Protégé-2000, WebODE and WebOnto. These tools support merely
the development of an ontology and do not provide services for merging, integrating, annotating or
querying ontologies. We selected to focus on this kind of tools as our goal was to develop GAS Ontology
and we were not interested to merging and annotating services.
The ontology development tool that proved to be most suitable was Protégé-2000. Protégé-2000 is an
ontology editor and a knowledge-base editor that provides an easy to use graphical and interactive
ontology-design environment, which is described in Protégé-2000 tool - User’s guide. An important
criterion for this selection was the fact that the Stanford Medical Informatics group (SMI) continuously
releases new versions of this tool, which support new services. Furthermore its standalone architecture
that does not oblige the user to depend on a web browser, as well as the fact that it is an open source
application played a major role to this decision. In addition to its highly usable interface, the two other
important features that distinguish Protégé-2000 from the other ontology development tools are its
scalability and its extensibility. Its component-based architecture, described in Musen et al. (2000), which
enables system builders to add new functionality by creating appropriate plug-ins, was a key factor for
this selection. The Protégé’s plug-ins are divided into the following three categories: backends, which
enable users to store and import knowledge bases in various formats, slot widgets, which are used to
display and edit slot values in domain-specific and task-specific ways, and tab plugins, which are

knowledge-based applications usually tightly linked with Protégé knowledge bases. The fact that the
Protégé-2000 has a backend plug-in that supports storing and importing ontologies in DAML+OIL, as
described in Noy et al. (2001), was a trump for the selection of Protégé-2000. Also, the existence of tab
plug-ins, which provide capabilities for advanced visualisation, is a very important feature of this tool.
Furthermore the abilities of Protégé-2000 regarding the knowledge representation and the inference
mechanism were determinative factors that lead to the selection of Protégé-2000. The Protégé-2000 can
support the description of both the basic concepts and the taxonomies that are described in the GAS
Ontology. Also, this tool permits the specification of pre-defined and arbitrary constraints for concepts’
properties, which include cardinality restrictions, default values and inverse properties. Another important
factor is that Protégé-2000 allows the definition of axioms, using the PAL axiom language. Therefore the
Protégé-2000 provides a built-in inference engine through PAL, supporting constraint and consistency
checking for an ontology. Finally the Protégé-2000 can interoperate with tools like Jess and FaCT,
providing different inference mechanisms. A snapshot of the GAS Ontology developed with Protégé2000 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. GAS Ontology developed with Protégé-2000

4.3. Lifecycle of the GAS Ontology
In this section we present how the GAS Ontology is evolved and who participates in this evolution. A
graphical representation of the lifecycle of the GAS Ontology is presented in Figure 5. As we have
already mentioned the GAS Ontology is divided into two layers: the GAS-CO and the GAS-HO. As the
GAS-CO provides the eGts with the necessary common language for their communication, it must be the
same for all eGts. Thus it is a static ontology and it is not affected during the deployment of eGWs. We
designed and developed the GAS-CO in order to meet the requirements of ubiquitous computing
environments. We selected to represent the GAS-CO with the DAML+OIL language and we used the
Protégé-2000 in order to develop it. New versions of the GAS-CO that are developed from the eGadgets
project team can be used by the eGts, but it cannot be changed either by the eGts’ manufacturers or by the
eGts themselves.
The development of the GAS-CO using the Protégé-2000 was fairly easy especially because of the
Protégé’s easy to use graphical interface. The facts that an existing ontology is easily imported from
Protégé-2000 and that the addition of new concepts and slots into an existing ontology is very simple
supported the step-by-step creation of the GAS-CO as well as the development of various versions.
Particularly assistant was the use of a number of visualization plug-ins, such as the OntoViz tab widget
and the TGViz tab widget that provided to us a graphical representation of the GAS-CO. Another feature
of the Protégé-2000 that facilitated the development of the GAS-CO is its standalone architecture as we
did not depend on a web browser. Additionally the DAML+OIL backend plug-in that we used in order to
store and import the GAS-CO ontology was very helpful as we have selected the DAML+OIL as the
language representation for the GAS Ontology. Furthermore the fact that the Protégé-2000 permits the
specification of pre-defined and arbitrary constraints for concepts’ properties, like cardinality restrictions,
default values and inverse properties, helped us to describe the constraints of the GAS-CO.
The GAS-HO-static represents the description of an eGt containing information about eGt’s plugs, the
services that are provided through these plugs, its sensors and actuators, as well as its physical
characteristics. The developer and / or manufacturer of an eGt know this kind of information for the eGt.
Thus they are responsible for the development of the eGt’s GAS-HO-static. The knowledge into the
GAS-HO-static is represented as a number of instances of the concepts defined into GAS-CO. So the
developer of an eGt can use any ontology development tool that imports GAS-CO, in order to develop the
GAS-HO-static for an eGt. Changes to the GAS-HO-static are permitted when the developer of an eGt

make a change to it. Note that the Protégé-2000 and the JBuilder constitutes the development
environment of eGts.
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Figure 5. The lifecycle of the GAS Ontology

The GAS-HO-volatile contains information derived from the eGt’s acquired knowledge and its use.
Specifically it describes the synapses which the eGt’s plugs are connected to, the eGWs which it takes
part to, as well as information about the capabilities of other eGts that has acquainted through
communication. The knowledge represented by the GAS-HO-volatile is dynamic and each eGt is
responsible for its GAS-HO-volatile. The changes into the GAS-HO-volatile are made from the GAS
Ontology Manager, an eGt’s mechanism for the management of GAS Ontology. Note that the changes
made by the GAS Ontology Manager are based on the GAS-CO. An eGt’s GAS-HO-volatile is updated
during various activities of the eGt, such as the exchange of knowledge among eGts, the creation of
synapses and the participation of the eGt into an eGW.

5. GAS Ontology manager
The GAS-Operating System (GAS-OS) is the minimum set of modules and functionalities that every
device must have, in order to be an eGt and participate in eGWs. The GAS-OS kernel encompasses a
communication module, responsible for communication among eGts, a process manager that coordinates
all the modules of GAS-OS, a state variable manager, which reflects the state of an eGt’s hardware like
sensors and actuators, a memory manager, responsible for handling the memory resources of the eGt, and
the GAS Ontology manager. The GAS Ontology manager is the mechanism that supports the interaction
of the eGt with its stored ontology. The Figure 6 demonstrates the interaction among the GAS Ontology
manager and the GAS-OS Kernel.

Higher Ontology
eGadget static
Ontology

Core Ontology

Dynamic
Ontology

Ontology Manager

Service Request

Plug Offering Service

GAS-OS Kernel

Figure 6. The GAS Ontology manager

We selected to develop the GAS Ontology manager and not to use an existing tool for ontology
management because of the following two reasons. The first reason is that the mechanism for the
ontology management must have limited requirements, since the eGts have limited processing
capabilities. Thus the use of an existing tool, like the Protégé-2000, is not feasible, since these tools
cannot run on our platform. The second reason depends on the fact that the GAS-OS needs specific
knowledge from the GAS Ontology, so the development of the GAS Ontology manager is more efficient
than the use of an existing tool for ontology management. It is in our plans to develop an interface
between the GAS Ontology manager and the Protégé-2000, in order to provide to the most capable eGts
the abilities of Protégé-2000. For the development of this interface we will use the Protégé API. Some
benefits of using the Protégé-2000 for the management of the GAS Ontology are the constraint and
consistency checking for the GAS Ontology and the use of the Protégé-2000’s query mechanism.

5.1. Role of the GAS Ontology manager
The basic functionality of the GAS Ontology manager is that it provides the necessary mechanism for
the interaction of the eGt with its stored ontology. So it can manipulate GAS Ontology, by reading and
querying both GAS-CO and GAS-HO and by updating only GAS-HO. Being a module of GAS-OS, the
GAS Ontology Manager can provide to the other modules of GAS-OS any knowledge that they need
from GAS Ontology. So it supports all the functionalities that demand knowledge represented by the
GAS Ontology. Particularly, when two eGts communicate and the exchange of knowledge is necessary,

the GAS Ontology Manager enables it by sending parts of an eGt’s GAS-HO to another’s. Also the GAS
Ontology Manager provides to the GAS-OS modules information about the known and available services
of an eGt assisting the service discovery mechanism.

5.2. Design of the GAS Ontology manager
In this section we present some important features of the GAS Ontology manager, as well as the
decisions that we took for its design.

5.2.1. A level of abstraction between the GAS-OS and the GAS Ontology
One of the most important features of the GAS Ontology manager is that it adds a level of abstraction
between GAS-OS and the GAS Ontology. This means that only the GAS Ontology manager needs to
understand and manipulate the GAS Ontology; the GAS-OS can simply query the GAS Ontology
manager for information stored into the GAS Ontology and it does not need to have knowledge about the
ontology language or its structure. Therefore any changes that may be done to the GAS Ontology affect
only the GAS Ontology Manager and the rest of the GAS-OS is isolated from them.

5.2.2. The GAS Ontology manager and eGt’s ontologies
The GAS Ontology manager is allowed only to query the GAS-CO of an eGt, since it must be
common for all the eGts and it cannot be changed during the deployment of eGWs. So the GAS Ontology
manager provides methods that query the GAS-CO for knowledge such as the definitions of specific
concepts like eGadget and Plug and knowledge relevant to the service classification.
On the other hand the GAS Ontology Manager can both read and write to the GAS-HO of an eGt.
Specifically the GAS Ontology manager can only query the GAS-HO-static of an eGt, but it is
responsible for keeping up to date the GAS-HO-volatile of an eGt. Note that as into the GAS-HO appear
only instances of the concepts defined into GAS-CO, the basic methods of GAS Ontology manager
relevant to the GAS-HO can query for an instance and add new ones. The new instances of a concept that
the GAS Ontology manager adds to an eGt’s GAS-HO are based on the concept’s definition represented
in the GAS-CO. So an important feature of the GAS Ontology manager is that it enforces the integrity of
the instances stored in the GAS-HO with respect to the definitions and structures described in the GASCO.

5.2.3. Communication among eGadgets
The GAS Ontology facilitates the communication among eGts by providing them with a common
language. The communication among eGts is initially established using eGts’ GAS-HO; if the differences
in these ontologies obscure the communication, then the GAS Ontology manager is responsible for the
interpretation of GAS-HO based on the common GAS-CO. Therefore the communication among eGts is
ensured. Apart from assisting the communication among eGts, the GAS Ontology manager enables
knowledge exchange among them, sending parts of an eGt’s GAS-HO to another’s.

5.2.4. Service Discovery
One of the GAS Ontology goals is to describe the services that the eGts provide and assist the service
discovery mechanism. In order to support this functionality the GAS Ontology manager provides methods
that query both the GAS-HO-static and the GAS-HO-volatile for the Services that an SPlug provides as
well as for the SPlug that provide a specific Service. So the GAS Ontology manager provides to the GASOS the necessary knowledge stored in an eGt’s ontology relevant to the eGt’s services, in order to support
the service discovery mechanism. Similarly the GAS Ontology manager can answer queries for plugs
compatibility and eGts replaceability.

5.3. Implementation of the GAS Ontology manager
The GAS Ontology manager was developed using the Java programming language. The requirement
that the GAS Ontology manager should run on the Java personal edition runtime environment was given
by the fact that GAS-OS runs on resource constraint devices. Keeping in mind that eGadgets is a research
project and the software components developed may change over time, in order to use different
technologies, the GAS Ontology manager was defined as an interface that is offered to all other GAS-OS
components and thus it is easily replaceable.

6. Using the GAS Ontology in a ubiquitous computing environment
In this section we present an example of the use of the GAS Ontology in a ubiquitous computing
environment and the role of the GAS Ontology manager. This example is based on a simple scenario for
service discovery at the study eGW. According to this scenario a user creates its own study eGW using
two eGts, an eBook and an eLamp. Both these eGts share the same GAS-CO, but they have different
GAS-HO-static. For example, the eLamp’s GAS-HO-static contains information about eLamp’s SPlug
“switch on/off” and the eBook’s GAS-HO-static contains the description of SPlug “open/close”. These

two eGts are connected through a synapse which is established between the aforementioned plugs
forming the study eGW. So when the user opens the eBook, the eLamp switches on, adjusting the light
conditions to a specified luminosity level in order to satisfy the user’s profile. The knowledge emerged
from this synapse is stored in the GAS-HO-volatile of both the eGts that participate to it. So the eBook
“knows” that it’s SPlug “open/close” participates to a synapse with an SPlug that provides the service
“light” with a specific luminosity.
If this synapse is broken, for example because of a failure at the eLamp, a new eGt having an SPlug
that provides the service “light” must be found. The eBook’s GAS-OS needs to find another eGt with an
SPlug that provides the service “light”. The eBook’s GAS-OS is responsible to send a message for service
discovery to the other eGts’ GAS-OS that participate to the same eGW. This type of message is
predefined and contains the type of the requested service and the service’s attributes.
When the GAS-OS of an eGt receives a service discovery message, forwards it to the eGt’s GAS
Ontology manager. Assume that the eGt “eDeskLamp” participates to the study eGW and that this is the
first eGt that gets the message for service discovery. The eDeskLamp’s GAS Ontology Manager first
queries GAS-HO-static of eDeskLamp in order to find if this eGt has an SPlug that provides the service
“light”. If we assume that the eDeskLamp has the SPlug “LampDimmer” that provides the service light,
the GAS Ontology manager will send to the eDeskLamp’s GAS-OS a message with the description of
this SPlug. If such an SPlug is not provided by the eDeskLamp, the GAS Ontology Manager queries the
eDeskLamp’s GAS-HO-volatile in order to find if another eGt, with which the eDeskLamp has
previously collaborated, provides such an SPlug. If the GAS Ontology Manager finds into GAS-HOvolatile such an SPlug it sends to the eGt’s GAS-OS the description of this SPlug. If the queried eGt, in
our example the eDeskLamp, has no information about an SPlug that provides the requested service, the
control is sent back to GAS-OS, which is responsible to send the query message for the service discovery
to another eGadget. Note that all the eGadgets have the same service classification, which is stored into
the GAS-CO; thus the messages for service discovery are based on this classification.

7. Related work
Since the eGts, the artefacts that constitute a ubiquitous computing environment, can be perceived as
agents that communicate and collaborate, our work is closely related to the field of agent communities. It
is widely acknowledged that without some shared or common knowledge the members of a multi-agent
system have little hope of effective communication. According to Huhns and Singh (1997), ontologies

can support the inter-agent communication by providing a definition of the agents’ world as well as by
providing terms that can be used in communication. In the agent communities the most common way to
enable software agents to communicate, is to give each of them the same ontology. In our work we
preserve this solution, as we demand all eGts to have the same GAS Core Ontology.
The issue that the agents of a multi-agent system may have different ontologies is not rare in the agent
field. A number of approaches have been proposed in order to handle this issue. A generic one was made
by Steels (1998), who proposed to let shared ontologies to evolve within the multi-agent system. Another
approach used by Stephens and Huhns (2001) proposes to merge the existing ontologies in order to result
in a common one that includes all the aspects of the individual ontologies. The most used approach,
described by Hendler (2001), depends on the definition of mapping between concepts of different
ontologies. The solution that we propose is based on the idea that all eGts have a common ontology, the
GAS-CO, and each eGt have also a different, “private” ontology, the GAS-HO that is based on the GASCO. This idea is similar to the one presented by Stuckenschmidt and Timm (2002), where the
communication among the agents relies on partially shared ontologies. Another important feature of our
work is that we enable the exchange of knowledge among eGadget by permitting the exchange of parts of
their ontologies. The result of this procedure is that the eGts can incorporate new knowledge to their
ontologies and that they can learn through their communication. A relevant idea is presented by Soh
(2003).
As we have already mentioned the ontologies can handle a number of issues emerged from the
composition of ubiquitous computing environments. The goal of the GAS Ontology, which was presented
in this paper, is to address issues such as the semantic interoperability among heterogeneous eGts and the
semantic service discovery. Ontologies have been also used in a number of ubiquitous computing
infrastructures in order to address the same issues.
A known use case is presented in Maffioletti and Hirsbrunner (2002), where UbiDev, a homogeneous
middleware that allows definition and coordination of services in interactive environment scenarios, is
described. In this middleware, according to Schubiger et al. (2000), resource classification relies on a set
of abstract concepts collected in an ontology and the meaning of these concepts is implicitly given by
classifiers. The main advantage of this approach in facing resource management problem is that resources
selection is based on their semantics that is given by the context. Since every application may have its
ontology the application structure results separated from the implementation. This approach is different

than the one that we have followed, because whereas Maffioletti and Hirsbrunner (2002) use an ontology
for each application that includes several devices, our goal is to provide an ontology that facilitates the
use of devices in various ad hoc eGWs.
Ontologies are also integrated in the Smart Spaces framework GAIA presented by McGrath et al.
(2003) and Ranganathan et al. (2003b). In this work the ontologies have been used in order to overcome a
number of problems in the GAIA Ubiquitous computing framework, such as the interoperability between
different entities, the discovery and matching and the context-awareness. The approach that the GAIA
framework follows is fairly different to the one that we have proposed for the eGadgets project.
Specifically in the GAIA framework there is an Ontology Server that maintains the ontologies and there
are different kinds of ontologies, such as ontologies that have meta-data about the environment’s entities
and ontologies that describe the environment’s contextual information. The ontologies in GAIA are also
used in order to support the deployment of context-aware ubiquitous environments, more on Ranganathan
and Campbell (2003a). Chen et al. (2004) have also described the COBRA-ONT, an ontology for contextaware pervasive computing environments.
Finally a very interesting work is the one made by the Semantic Web in UbiComp Special Interest
Group (SW-UbiComp-SIG). The basic goal of this group is to define an ontology to support knowledge
representation and communication interoperability in building pervasive computing applications. This
project’s goal is not aimed to construct a comprehensive ontology library that would provide vocabularies
for all possible pervasive applications, but to construct a set of generic ontologies that allow developers to
define vocabularies for their individual applications. The Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive
Applications includes the following domain ontologies: the spatial ontology, the temporal ontology, the
person profile/user model, the event ontology, the device profile, the digital document and the security
and privacy policy.

8. Conclusions and Future work
In this paper we have presented research and development work that have been conducted in the
context of the eGadgets project, see eGadgets project website, under the proactive initiative
“Disappearing Computer” of the EU IST/FET research program. Our approach attempts to resolve the
complexity of the ambient applications by introducing an architectural framework that supports the
composition of ubiquitous computing systems by people who can use artifacts as building blocks, the
Gadgetware Architectural Style (GAS). A part of this work was the development of GAS Ontology, in

order to facilitate a common understanding among these artifacts. Furthermore the GAS Ontology
manager was implemented as a component of GAS-OS, in order to manipulate GAS Ontology.
So far GAS-OS exploits a number of functionalities that the GAS Ontology offers like service
discovery and eGts replaceability. The current version of the GAS Ontology assumes that all eGts know
the same service classification. This is a limitation that we intent to eliminate by adding to GAS Ontology
manager the capability to map a service description to another one, using the knowledge that eGts have
acquired from their collaboration. Another goal is to create a graphical interface for the GAS Ontology
manager through which the eGadget users can add into GAS Ontology information about the context of
their environment, as well as semantic information about the synapses that they create and their
functionality. Our endmost goal is to move from the current version of GAS-OS that is based on hardcoded descriptions of the basic terms of GAS, to a version that the GAS Ontology will provide an
abstraction even for the basic terms.
Our future work has also another different direction, which is related to the Protégé-2000. One of our
imminent plans is to develop an interface between the GAS Ontology manager and the Protégé-2000, by
using the Protégé API. We believe that the use of Protégé-2000 will facilitate the query mechanism and
support an inference mechanism. We also intend to develop a plug-in for the Protégé-2000 that will
support the generation of ontologies compliant to the terms of ubiquitous computing environments from
Protégé projects.
Finally, this work will carry on in the EU IST/FET funded project PLANTS, see PLANTS project
website. In this project plants are enhanced with sensing, actuating and communication abilities, in order
to be considered as a different form of artifacts that they have plugs through which they are able to
communicate with other artifacts in digital space and form mixed interacting communities of eGts and
ePlants called bioGadgetWorlds.
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